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About This Game

White Nothing is a shooter with a side view, the player needs to reach the end of the level and survive in the battles with the
enemies

Brutal and bloody story about the life of a German soldier during Second World War in the rear of the Red Army. It's a harsh
Russian winter, both armies are on the verge of survival.

The game has non-standard shooting mechanics: bullets have mass and fall under the force of gravity. You'll have to work hard
on the skill of aiming.

The gameplay will present you the opportunity to become a member of the brutal battles inspired by the pages of history.
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Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy is a charming and lighthearted throwback to JRPGs of the past, substituting swords and sorcery
with the wonderful world of kaijus and wrestling. Kaiju Big Battel: Fighto Fantasy is a definite recommendation to any fans of
the JRPG genre.

With eight distinct party members, tons of sidequests to do, many enemies and bosses to face and countless NPCs to talk to and
plethora of puns, Kaiju Big Battel has a new surprise around every corner. Accompanying the gameplay is an absolutely bopping
soundtrack, pleasant pixel graphics and a whimsical tone that really ties everything together. Talking to every NPC and
inspecting every nook and cranny is rewarded with funny banter and the later areas in the game have some of the funniest
sequences of any game I've played.. Super short game, the creator isn't kidding on the 15-20 minute completion time, I don't
even think it too me that. The doodle graphics are really cute, and the music was nice. Controls were easy with an Xbox 360
controller, it handled very well. Some of the timing on the jumps was annoying (you're even a second off and POOF), but
nowhere near a hard game.

Overall, a quirky, cute little game, and for $2 worth a fast playthrough.. Positive aspects: It is a well-made, beautifully little
Indie horror game. It offers a great and diversified level design with an astonishing attention to detail. Furthermore: Creepy
atmosphere with solid jumpscares and a \u201ctwisted\u201d plot. Please be aware of: It\u2019s very dark, no checkpoint
system within a level, sometimes it is difficult to figure out your next objective and be prepared for playing hide and seek with
Mr. Lumberjack with deadly outcome. ;-) So please don\u2019t get me wrong; it\u2019s a clear recommendation for all horror
adventure fans!. I was excited by the look of this game as back in the 90s I played the likes of Vigilante , Double Dragon and
many other like these.

The gameplay however is simply terrible. Controls, gameflow\/sprites\/scrolling and enemey AI just ruins everything.

I cannot recommend this game to anyone. :-(. why i can`t open this box ?. This is an insane amount of content for 8 dollars
(currently on sale). The 4.0 patch also fixes pretty much everything that was ever wrong with X Rebirth. If it was to release
today I'd expect it to get around a 90% positive score.. Best 99 cents I've ever spend. I'd have even paid the full price, maybe
more for it. At first you might think: "EWW DIS GAME IS FROM 2007 IZ SO OLD AND DA GRAPHIZ
IS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665SO IT MUST BE BAD". If you think so, you're wrong. It's one of the best
games i've ever played, I got addicted from playing the demo and persuaded my friends to buy it too cause they thought the
same as I mentioned earlier. But hell, this game is f*cking fun! Play in single- or multiplayer (LAN connection or Hamachi)
with maximum 8 players as one if the leading nations in WW2 (Italy, Germany, UK, US, France, China, USSR, Japan) in 6
different scenarios in the time before and in WW2 (20th Jul 1936 - 1st Oct 1945, 1st Sep 1938 - 30th Mar 1939, 1st Sep 1939 -
19th Oct 1945, 1st Aug 1940 - 4th Oct 1945, 7th Dec 1941 - 7th Oct 1945, 6th Jun 1945 - 9th Oct 1945). In singleplayer you
can even play as one of the "smaller" Nations (afghanistan, spain, etc...). It's really realistic and shows many aspects, not only "I
HAVE MOAR TROOPS SO I WIN BATTLE" but also how advanced the troops are, how many arms were produced for them
and which vehicles support them. Combine war tactics, alliances, production, research and trading on the world market to push
up your nation in war. Before you start a game you can either pick if the biggest alliance, nation or ideology wins in the end.

TL:DR: Buy it, f*cking buy it. NOW. Interesting but lacks finesse. The trains are similar with what we used in Jakarta. So, this
game for me is basically a casual one with a feel of familiar. Placing tracks is still not hassle free. Overall, this is a solid building
game with some nice graphics, music and sound effects, along with solid gameplay.
I'd give it a solid 8\/10.
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Not your basic wave shooter.. A Room Beyond is a 3rd person 2.5D point-and-click adventure in retro pixel art style set in a
surreal mysterious world.

Episode 1 of 5 starts with the main character finding himself trapped in a cage in a mysterious cave. After freeing himself and
exploring a strange world he can only make assumptions of how he got got there. In conversation with the residents such as a
priest or the wife of a gold washer he learns about a mysterious figure, the "fog wanderer", which seems to be threatening the
inhabitants and maybe even striving to extinguish the whole world. The permanent presence of an abstract threat as well as the
setting in general has elements of lovecraftian horror and E.A. Poe stories.
The combination of pixel art style and surreal story create an absolutely genuine atmosphere which makes the game's greatest
feature.

The game features a variety of puzzles from easy to challenging, logic-based to intuitive and often innovative. In addition there
are short little action sequences as well as a minimalist combat system. Sometimes there is more than one solution to a specific
issue!

The game has multiple endings, and when I needed to consult the hints in the community hub for the safe puzzle in chapter 5, I
caught a glimpse of a dialogue that there might be another possible character constellation in the end - which explains why in my
longplay\/walkthrough you can only see 5 of possibly 10 alternate endings.

The only point of criticism for me was the challenge of controlling the character in a pixelated 2.5D environment. I was grateful
for the hint system which highlights paths to follow and objects to click by using the right mouse button.

A Room Beyond is a wonderful one-man project by the German developer Ren\u00e9 B\u00fchling. For me composition,
atmosphere, design and maybe even the title seem to be influenced by the Last Door. If you liked The Last Door you should
definitetly give this one a try! With A Room Beyond you get a lot of content, puzzles and pixels for a real good price!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KXt9LMYXcBo. This game is less than $3 and works..It needs tweaking here and there
but is a good game. Ai is all over the place but thats ok because you never know what reactions your gonna get. It at least runs
well which is a plus considering alot of these zombie and horror games that seem to be coming out 5 to 10 games every week
wind up being garbage. Its not perfect but it is enjoyable and kinda hard in places. I'd buy it again. I have more than 0.3 hours
on it as I played it out of steam.. A big thanks to the developers, the new patch fixes all the problems I had in the past,
everything works great on the Oculus now.. This game is really awesome now. Its a shame X:R lost so many players with that
aweful release quality.
This expansion is easily one of the best single DLC's i've ever seen! It almost doubles the games content, not just by scale, but
also by depht.
5\/5. I loved this game. It's quaint and charming with very dream-like imagery. Do the puzzles always make sense? No. Did I get
stuck a bunch of times? Yes. Like a lot? Yes. But I did thoroughly enjoy playing it.
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